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Abstract: The trade-off between awareness and interruption is a crucial aspect in network fault
notifiers: Low severity alarms should not distract operators from other primary tasks, however it
might be crucial that operators promptly react to critical notifications. A notification system should
hence determine when a particular interruption is appropriate and how it should be presented. In
this direction, this paper presents a multistep design path beginning from the objective of designing a
proof-of-concept for a glanceable alarm notification component for telecommunication network management systems based on a peripheral display approach. In particular the goal was a notifier guided
by severity-based strategies and offering the information expressiveness of a one-notification-at-thetime perspective while enriching it with overview capabilities to guarantee (possibly subliminal)
long-term local and global content comprehension and prompt reaction only when the interruption
from the foreground task is dictated by the fault severity. A first design macro-phase led to the simple
yet effective GLANCE (GLanceable Alarm Notification for a User Centered Experience) model, based
on a visual coding technique oriented to comprehension and reaction, and a transition strategy
oriented to interruptions and reaction. A second design macro-phase studied the application of
GLANCE to a personal customizable multichannel notification tool and to a service-oriented fault
monitor for digital terrestrial television broadcasting networks.
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1. Introduction
Network management refers to activities, methods, procedures, and tools that pertain
to the operation, administration, maintenance, and provisioning of networked systems [1].
In particular, fault management pertains to the notification, isolation, and correction of, as
well as revealing, network faults. A variety of network monitoring tools are available on
the market offering, to network maintenance operators, suites of software packages that
provide, among others, automated failure detection and support for controlling multiple
devices through graphical user interfaces (see, e.g., [2–4]). Generally, these platforms are
desktop or web applications based on a WIMP (Windows Icon Menu Pointer) paradigm,
with an interaction environment characterized by a multiple view approach that gives
the operators the possibility to inspect the network at different levels of details and/or
under different perspectives. While successful when used as primary tasks by operators
focused on network analysis, they turn out to be less effective as fault notifiers for operators
attending to other primary tasks (possibly in a mobile context) and that have to be informed
of faults in network elements: In-desktop fault notification often lacks proper mechanisms
to capture the correct degree of an operator’s attention based on the alarm severity, so
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to interrupt the primary task only when necessary at the right moment, while mobilityoriented fault notification is often based on email or SMS, forcing operators to interrupt their
activities to read the message, check the alarm severity, and access (textual) information
about the alarm description.
The cost-benefit trade-off between awareness and interruption is a crucial aspect [5]:
Interruptions unrelated to the primary task may negatively influence task performance and
affective state, leading to longer task completion times, higher error rates, and increased
frustration [5–8] and, on the other hand, studies have proven that when users are offered
the possibility of negotiating the receipt of notifications they tend to an indefinite postponement [9], with a resulting inability to get the right information at the right time [7,10,11],
which would be highly harmful when the recipient of the notification is expected to be
responsible for some relevant action in response. For example, the study discussed in [12]
shows how, in a clinical environment, sending digital notifications with reminders of
incoming appointments to patients greatly improves the efficiency of health care services
by increasing attendance and sensibly reducing the number of “no shows”. Similarly, in
contexts like network management, of interest for this paper, task switching in response to
a fault alert may be mandatory when the operator must promptly react and take charge
of a critical request, while being inopportune in case of low severity faults. Furthermore,
since more than one alarm can be “active” (i.e., raised and not acknowledged yet) in the
network in a given moment, it is advisable that network management notifiers be able to
also offer a global overview of all incoming active alarms. In the remainder of this section
we provide a brief overview on some issues affecting the design of notification delivery,
singling out the motivations behind the proposed study, and outlining research questions
and the overall structure of the study.
1.1. Related Literature
Notifications can be defined as proactive cues based on (a combination of) visual,
auditory, and/or haptic alerts delivering information outside the current user’s focus of
attention (e.g., [13–15]). Depending on the kind of static and dynamic stimuli adopted, a
notification may behave as a trigger to switch from a primary to a secondary task, with
the risk of consequent disruption and user frustration. The design of notification delivery
must hence be based on balancing the necessity of keeping the user informed about incoming information and the necessity of minimizing the pervasiveness and invasiveness of
notifications (sometimes defined as “interruptiveness”). Literature studies on notifications
are primarily conducted along two main research lines:

•

•

Studies on the impact that notifications delivered on single or multiple devices have
on a variety of interrelated aspects: Users’ performances in primary tasks interrupted
by notifications, users’ awareness on secondary tasks gained through notifications,
and users’ frustrations due to task switching;
Studies on architectural aspects and infrastructures for notification delivery on single
or multiple devices are becoming increasingly relevant along with the increasing
availability of possibly coordinated connected devices (e.g., [16–20]).

As to the first research line, a great volume of psychology studies on task interruption was stimulated since the 1990s by the growing diffusion of digital communications,
revealing the intricacy of related design decisions (see, e.g., [13,21,22] for overviews on
these studies). None of the interruptions policies (immediate, negotiated, mediated, or
scheduled) singled out in [9] proved to be the definitive (and most effective) response to
the problem of interrupting users while guaranteeing minimal effects on their performance.
A number of studies investigated the effect of notifications and interruptions on users of
desktop PC, especially in work environments [21–27]. In particular, the study in [21] was
conducted to evaluate the influence of Instant Messaging on memory and performances of
the primary task (web search tasks were used in the experiment as primary tasks), showing
that the harmful effects of the interruption vary depending on the time of arrival relative to
the task’s lifecycle (the earlier the stage of the task, the worse the effect). The week-long in
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situ diary study in [22] was conducted to characterize how people define tasks, and with
which granularity, how they interleave multiple tasks among interruptions, and the level
of details with which they encode “task switch”. In particular, the study singled out the
factors influencing the perceived difficulty of switching back to tasks and showed that
reacquiring “returned-to” tasks is considered difficult by users. With the aim of reducing
frustrations due to the inopportune moments in which interruptions arrive, the study
in [23], based on statistical models, evaluated how the adoption of a notification management system scheduling notification delivery would impact PC users and their tasks
with the results showing that users’ frustration indeed decreases when adopting deferto-breakpoint notification policies (hence requiring the detection of adequate breakpoints
during interaction tasks). A different approach to the mitigation of “interruptiveness”
can be found in [24,25], which evaluated to which extent social strategies (e.g., the use
of empathy or of politeness in notification messages) could reduce the negative effects of
interruptions. These studies showed that a polite interruption applied in a low cognitive
load condition may indeed reduce “interruptiveness” but that, on the other hand, empathy
can be counter-productive while interrupting a high cognitive load task for being perceived
superfluous and more irritating than a neutral message. Disruptions can be even heavier
in mobile contexts, with notifications crossing the line between work and private life, even
if the variety of contexts and the notification nature make the analysis more complex than
in work settings. For example, the one-week in situ study in [13], involving 15 users,
confirmed the negative emotions associated, in general, to a high volume of notifications,
but showed also that deferring strategies may work well in professional settings while
notifications associated to personal communication increased positive connection feelings
(deferring strategies may also be difficult in mobile contexts with uncontrolled naturalistic
settings and unpredictable primary tasks [28]). As to the impact of the notification nature,
the in-the-large assessment in [14], collecting about 200 million mobile phone notifications
from about 40,000 users, studied the difference of the perceived importance of various
types of notifications. Similarly, other studies recognized that notifications are used as an
awareness mechanism: A field study about email communication [15], conducted with PC
20 users, revealed that, while aware of the distractions caused by notifications, users highly
valued the awareness of incoming information provided by notifications and used this
to decide whether to suspend ongoing tasks and switch to the source of the notification.
Furthermore, one may notice that, in some multitasking application domains, external
interruptions are proved to be even less disruptive than self-interruptions (i.e., voluntary
task-switching) [29].
1.2. Dealing with Notifications in Network Management
In summary, the basic approach underlying the studies about “interruptiveness” is
to reason on the timing (the when) of the interruption, under the hypothesis that the
notification delivery can be subject to some sort of scheduling based on the stages of the
ongoing tasks (in other words, the ongoing task “wins” over the source of the notification).
As already observed, in an application domain like network management, this is not always
the case, with the “winner” between the ongoing task and (source of the) notification being
dependent on the severity of the fault.
An alternative solution can be found by reasoning about the format (the how) of the
notification, making it dependent on the notification severity and capable of capturing the
correct degree of users’ attention: While the customary solution (found both on desktop
PCs and in mobile devices) is to adopt a unified format for all notifications (typically a
badge possibly associated to auditory and haptic cues), a severity-based solution would
associate low severity alarms to notification formats that do not distract operators from
the foreground tasks and high severity alarms to notification formats that provoke the
operator’s reaction. This is the approach proposed in this paper, based on a glanceable
peripheral display, that, residing in the sensory periphery, conveys information that can be
of some importance for users, in a way that it is able to exploit the “pre-attentive” processing
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ability of the human brain; as long as the alarm severity is not high, the display behaves
like an ambient display [30], which lets users absorb the information in a subliminal way,
without having their attention diverted from the foreground task (ambient systems are
diffused in a variety of contexts, like, e.g., [31–33]). Only when a high severity notification
arrives, the display changes its (static and dynamic) features to behave like an alerting
display moving from the periphery to the foreground of the user’s attention.
Another aspect of customary solutions that make them poorly performant in the
case of network management is their perspective of streams of individual notifications
displayed one at the time and inserted in lists ordered by the time of arrival without any
overview capability. The burden of creating a mental map of the overall state (who/which
source sent what when) is entirely on the users that can only scroll lists of badges. A notifier oriented to network management should be capable of offering, at the same time,
information on individual recent faults and overview on the network as a whole. The
one-notification-at-the-time perspective is generally also typical of studies focusing on
features and classifications of peripheral displays, design guidelines for criticality-based
displays, and the prioritization of notifications [34–41]. One notable exception is the Scope
notifier [42], offering an overview on multiple prioritized notifications coming from heterogeneous sources (among which, email, calendar, and pending work items) using the
metaphor of a traditional radar view (the closer to the center, the most urgent/important
the item). The Scope peripheral awareness mode is extremely abstract and concise, representing notifications just as markers on the radar and leaving the initiative primarily
to the users that are required to switch from the foreground task to the Scope active interaction mode to inspect items and decide whether to open it in the native application
(only for urgent notifications details are automatically displayed). On the contrary, we aim
at a notifier that always retains the information expressiveness of the one-notification-at-the-time
perspective, though guided by severity-based coding strategies, while enriching it with overview
capabilities, to guarantee (possibly subliminal) long-term local and global content comprehension and prompt reaction when the interruption from the foreground task is dictated
by the fault severity.
In this direction, this paper describes research that originated within the framework of
cooperation between the University of L’Aquila and Technolabs S.p.a, a former Italian ICT
company located in L’Aquila, and aimed at designing a proof-of-concept for a glanceable
alarm notification component for Telecommunication (TLC) network management systems,
based on a peripheral display approach. The adopted methodological approach allowed us
to maintain focus on the company’s problem-solving interest and research interest, favoring
the generalization of achieved results. The study was conducted with the following main
research questions in mind: “Can the fault notification component of a network monitoring tool be
effectively defined according to a peripheral display paradigm?”, and more specifically “To which
extent is it possible to offer a glanceable overview along with information on individual faults?” and
“Can (and to which extent) results achieved for a TLC network be generalizable to a more general
context of information coming from heterogenous sources?” This first design macro-phase led
to the simple yet effective GLANCE (GLanceable Alarm Notification for a user Centered
Experience) model, based on a visual coding technique oriented for comprehension and
reaction, and a transition strategy oriented to interruptions and reaction. A second design
macro-phase studied the applicability of GLANCE results to a personal customizable
multichannel notification tool and to a service-oriented fault monitor for digital terrestrial
television broadcasting networks, also leading to an enrichment of the model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview
of the two design macro-phases underlying overall and intermediate objectives. Then
Section 3 discusses results from the first design macro-phase and Section 4 surveys the
results of the application studies of the second design macro-phase. Section 5 discusses the
overall design experience and its results, and, finally, Section 6 draws conclusions.

2.1. First Macro-Phase: The GLANCE Project
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The research started within the framework of ongoing cooperation between the University of L’Aquila (in the following denoted as Univaq) and Technolabs S.p.A, with the
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Table 1. Elements of the GLANCE (GLanceable Alarm Notification for a User Centered Experience)
project: A is the investigated real-world problem situation, P is a real-world example of A allowing
the researcher to investigate A, F is the theoretical premise declared by the researcher prior to the
intervention in A, MR is the research method, and MPS is the method employed to guide the problem
solving (PS) intervention.
Elements of the GLANCE Project
A
P
F
MR
MPS

Issues/challenges in handling simultaneous notifications with different severity levels
Setting up a proof-of-concept notifier for faults in optical fiber networks
Glanceable peripheral displays may improve the efficiency of operators’ work
HCI methods/techniques blended with organization elements from the “tandem model”
The novel notification model (GLANCE)

As to project and research objectives, though presented hereinafter all together for
the sake of a clear presentation, they were actually the result of continuous reflection and
refinements throughout the iterations of the cyclical process. In order to investigate the
three identified general research questions, Q0 “Can the fault notification component of
a network monitoring tool be defined according to a peripheral display paradigm?”, Q1
“To which extent is it possible to offer a glanceable overview along with information on
individual faults?” and Q2 “Can results achieved for TLC network be generalizable to a
more general context of information coming from heterogenous sources?”, the problem
objective (PO) and the research objective (RO) for the two parallel cycles, along with their
intermediate goals, were defined as in Table 2.
Table 2. Problem and research objectives.
Problem Objective (PO) and Intermediate Goals

PO

Setting up of a proof-of-concept severity-based multiple fault notifier for Telecommunication (TLC) networks, with
intermediate goals:
PO1
Notification of incoming single alarms
PO2
Notification/overview of multiple active alarms
Research Objective (RO) and Intermediate Goals

RO

Definition of a general abstract model for the notification of multiple alerts coming from heterogenous sources
RO1
Definition of an abstract model for the notification of single faults in TLC networks
Definition of an abstract display schema oriented to comprehension and reaction for the
RO1.1
visualization of the information associated to a single alarm
Definition of a dynamic stimuli strategy oriented to interruption and reaction in response to the
RO1.2
notification of a single alarm
RO2
Definition of an abstract model for notification/overview of multiple active faults in TLC networks
RO2.1
Extension of RO1 results to the case of intra-NE (Network Element) multiple active alarms
RO2.2
Extension of RO1 results to the case of inter-NE multiple active alarms
RO2.3
Extension of RO1 results to the combined case of multiple active alarms
RO2.4
Definition of constraints for the number of multiple active alarms
RO3
Release of a general abstract model for the notification of multiple alerts from heterogenous sources

According to the specification of problem and research objectives, it was agreed that
GLANCE had to be developed through an evolutionary design approach starting from
the simplest scenario in which we have only one active alarm, successively moving to the
scenario with multiple active alarms to be separately addressed in the first two iterations of
the cyclical process (on both the research and problem-solving interest cycles), and a third
iteration would then be focused on the generalizability of results (mostly on the research
interest cycle), as summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Overall project plan.
Iteration

Main Objective

Evaluation

1st iteration
2nd iteration
3rd iteration

dealing with individual alarms
dealing with multiple alarms
generalization of results and definition of the GLANCE model

expert based
expert based + user based + dissemination
expert-based + user based

Formative usability evaluation methods [54,55] have been used throughout the whole
design process to iteratively assess design choices, not only with the objective of detecting
and eliminating usability flaws but also with the aim of informing the design based on
objective measures where necessary (e.g., to provide an answer to research question Q1
“To which extent is it possible to offer a glanceable overview along with information on
individual faults?”). All the experiments mentioned in the paper are customary usability
evaluation, conducted with adult people within the framework of official Master thesis
works of the School of “Ingegneria Informatica e Automatica” of the University of L’Aquila
(Italy) approved by the institutional School Review Board [56–59].
2.2. Second Macro-Phase: GLANCE Applications and Interactivity Enrichment
While the company interest was considered to be almost satisfied at the end of the
second iteration, the research interest could be regarded only partially satisfied at the
end of the third iteration: Formal aspects were indeed judged sound by expert-based
and user-based usability evaluation studies, however, given the ambition of a model with
general applicability, it was considered appropriate to conduct additional research to test
the model’s effectiveness and flexibility in contexts that are diverse in nature, so as to be
used as benchmarks. In particular, two traditional UCD-based projects were focused to:

•
•

The application of GLANCE to a personal customizable multichannel notification tool;
The application of GLANCE to a service-oriented fault monitor for digital terrestrial
television broadcasting networks.

The first application led to GLANCE enrichment in terms of both visual coding and
(new) interactive features. The revised model (GLANCE+) turned out to be also beneficial
for the second application project.
The overall evolution of GLANCE features (visual coding technique, transition strategy, and interactivity) throughout the design project, along with their evaluation, is discussed in the next two sections, which are focused on the two macro-phases of the project.
3. Results of the 1st Macro-Phase: The GLANCE Project
As we already observed in the Introduction, our first objective was to overcome the
limits that customary approaches have with respect to requirements of network management, in particular we wanted to abandon the perspective of streams of notifications
displayed one after the other through badges with a unified format and inserted in a
scrollable list based on timestamps, to achieve a notifier acting as an ambient or an alerting
display based on severity-based coding strategies, retaining the information expressiveness of the
one-notification-at-the-time perspective, and enriching it with overview capabilities. The objective
is to guarantee (possibly subliminal) long-term local and global content comprehension and
prompt reaction when the interruption from the foreground task is dictated by the fault
severity (the three parameters Interruption (I), Reaction (R), and Comprehension (C) have been
proposed by [36] as pillars of the so-called IRC framework). Context-of-use analysis, user
observation, field studies, and brainstorming meetings with domain experts in the initial
phases led to the founding idea of a system responsible for selecting a Level-Of-Detail
(LOD) and dynamic stimuli consistent with the urgency degree of the notification, based on
a design “serving” the IRC parameters by (1) a visual coding technique (which is the leading
aspect of the study) oriented to comprehension and reaction and (2) a transition strategy,
oriented to interruptions and reaction.
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In this section we discuss the design of GLANCE, addressing separately the two cases
of single alarm and multiple alarms, faced from both the research and problem-solving
point-of-view in the first two iterations (in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively), and then
discussing the generalizability of results (in Section 3.3).
3.1. First Iteration: Dealing with Individual Alarms
The first iteration was aimed at the achievement of the research objective RO1 (Definition of an abstract model for the notification of single faults in TLC networks) and of the problem
objective PO1 (Notification of incoming single alarms).
3.1.1. Definition of the Abstract Model and Application to the Organizational Situation
The basic idea was to conceive the notifier as an in-desktop peripheral display located in
the bottom-right corner of the primary monitor, outside the primary visual focus, occupying
a fixed rectangular area small enough to be also possibly displayed on hand-held mobile
devices or on ad-hoc (wearable) devices (studies have shown that small displays result in
fast identification of changing information [37]). By default, the display behaves like an
ambient display, continuously visualizing non-critical information without demanding the
full attention of users, but as soon as a critical notification arrives, it turns to an alerting
display. In particular:

•
•

Low severity alarms are associated with a few data conveyed in a subliminal way,
whereas;
More urgent alarms are associated with notifications requiring focal attention and
technical intervention,

by adapting the visual coding technique and the transition strategy to the severity
level. Given their distinct responsibilities with respect to the IRC framework, the definition
of these two components were addressed separately. In both cases the approach was to
define general abstract rules and then apply them to the specific problem at hand.
The GLANCE visual coding technique. As observed in the Introduction, one of the basic
choices behind GLANCE is to abandon a unified notification format (adopted, e.g., in
customary notification badges in PC desktops or smartphones) in favor of an adaptive
format, taking into account the severity degree of the notification. The final objective is a
glanceable display able to automatically convey quickly understandable but minimum and
specific information (with respect to the severity) without requiring any user action. In
order to ensure glanceability, the visual coding technique is based on visual variables (color,
shape, size, position, and contrast). More specifically, the basic GLANCE general abstract
schema is defined as a rectangular display partitioned into three sub-areas (see Figure 3):

•
•
•

An upper bar contains temporal information on the displayed alarm,
A lower bar is reserved to user data, and
A middle area contains information about the currently active alarm and is in turn
divided into a synthetic component and a detailed component: The former informs about
the alarm severity by a combination of textual and sensorial information (label and
color), while the latter visualizes the alarm description with the background color and
the LOD associated to the severity, conveying the minimum amount of information
necessary for the severity level and getting progressively denser information while
the alarm severity increases.

Application to the specific problem situation. As mentioned in Section 2.2, each alarm
is described by a tuple of data item. As to LOD, three levels were judged appropriate,
determining a ranking of the attributes of the tuple schema, as illustrated by Table 4.
Alarms with a different severity level and same LOD will be differentiated by the values of
retinal variables and the transition types.
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three notification levels (low, medium, and high), and correspondingly three transition
types, associated to the three zones of human attention. It is also advisable to foresee a
fourth notification level in which not only users reach the zone of focused attention, but
they also perform some acknowledgement action. In GLANCE we adopt the transition
framework proposed and validated in [38] (Table 5), where the four levels are denoted
change-blind (information of marginal importance to be notified so to consume no conscious
awareness), make-aware (information directed to divided attention, of which user has to be
made aware), interrupt (information directed to focal attention, demanding interruption
from current tasks), and demand-attention (notification with the highest urgency that has to
distract the user from the primary task until an action is done). The third column in Table 5
11 of 36
shows how display updates are associated with visual/auditory stimuli of different types
based on consolidated literature results (surveyed and structured in [38]) guaranteeing to
the notifier the correct behavior of change-blind/ambient/alerting system based on the
severity level (in case of usage on mobile devices, distinct auditory and haptic stimuli of
increasing intensity are to be considered for each level).
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vice versa, and how to control awareness, and later processing. Since the display is located
in the visual periphery, such a mechanism has to be based on dynamic stimuli (e.g.,
animation) depending on the severity level and stages of human attention. Studies show
that human attention may be divided into three main zones [38]: In the zone of
inattention, objects may affect behavior though not directly available for conscious
awareness; in the zone of divided attention, where users’ attention is distributed over a
number of distinct objects; and finally, in the zone of focused attention, where all users’
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Figure 5. Mapping severity levels onto the attention-awareness graph.

Application to the specific problem situation. The five severity levels considered in the
TLC network naturally maps to different areas of the attention-awareness graph, as illustrated in Figure 5: Cleared and warning are associated with the inattention zone and the
change-blind notification level, minor is associated with the divided attention zone and the
make-aware notification level, major is associated with the focused attention zone and the
interrupt notification level, and critical is associated with the focused attention zone and the
demand-attention notification level.
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more formal evaluation to the end of the 2nd iteration. The evaluation group included
one facilitator, one product expert, and two Technolabs people with the twofold role of
evaluators and domain experts. The overall evaluation meeting included a 300 seminar on
ambient and alerting displays (to make domain experts more familiar with the selected
theoretical framework), a general presentation of the GLANCE model to the evaluators,
and a cognitive walkthrough session [60,61].
In order for the test to be as much as possible representative of an actual working
situation (e.g., to check how typical background noise could interfere with the auditory
stimuli of the notifier), the evaluation session took place in the real working setting and the
notification sequence was built from a real alarm log generated by the optical fiber network
investigated in the problem solving cycle, with notifications presented in an asynchronous
way with no particular order as to severity levels. The facilitator walked through the
example notification sequence to evaluate, for each notification, whether a real user would
achieve the desired comprehension effect and would associate it to the correct reaction.
Technolabs people were indeed very satisfied and surprised by GLANCE readability and
did not detect any flaw neither in the abstract model nor in the mockup. In particular, they
appreciated the glanceability of the coding technique and underlined the immediacy of the
alarm information availability compared to solutions offered by commercial products based
on a peripheral status bar with scarce visual cue distinction and, above all, on the necessity
of user initiated actions for accessing the correct level of detail for incoming alarms.
In addition, stimulated by this observation, after the walkthrough session a comparison between GLANCE and the Scope display [42] was analyzed with the domain experts,
as to the different choice of the two approaches with respect to the immediate availability
of the information associated to low and medium severity alarms (as to information about
high severity notifications both approaches make it immediately available without explicit
user request). Domain experts agreed with the GLANCE choice of making alarm information always available at an automatic severity-dependent LOD without explicit user’s
action in any case, and, concerning this stage of the project, judged GLANCE superior
as to long-term comprehension of alarm information of any severity (though additional
evaluation was still to be done in successive project steps).
With reference to Table 1, the target objectives of the first iteration (PO1, RO1.1, and
RO1.2, and then RO1 as well) were hence considered achieved.
3.2. Second Iteration: Dealing with Multiple Alarms
The second iteration was aimed at the achievement of research objective RO2 (Definition of an abstract model for notification/overview of multiple active faults in TLC
networks) and problem objective PO2 (Proof-of-concept ability for notification/overview
of multiple active alarms).
3.2.1. Definition of an Abstract Model for Notification/Overview of Multiple Active Faults
The main objective of this stage was the enrichment of the basic model with an
overview capability of supporting the final users in the cognitive task of building a mental
map of the network status without having to interact with the device for querying the
system: The basic idea behind GLANCE is in fact that network overview and information on
individual alarms have to coexist and continuously inform users without requesting any
action from them.
As observed in Section 2.1, the problem is to conceive a glanceable synthesis of
simultaneously active alarms (i.e., alarms which have not yet been taken in charge by
some operators), possibly prioritizing alarms with higher severity. In TLC networks,
multiple active faults may be generated within a single NE, within distinct NEs, or in a
hybrid situation. To adapt the display to manage these cases yet retain the information
expressiveness of the one-notification-at-the-time perspective, we assigned to the synthetic
component the role of glanceable overview of the overall situation, to provide quick and easy
comprehension of the number of alarms, their severity, and their sources (same NE, distinct NEs,

expressiveness of the one-notification-at-the-time perspective, we assigned to the
synthetic component the role of glanceable overview of the overall situation, to provide
quick and easy comprehension of the number of alarms, their severity, and their sources
(same NE, distinct NEs, or both). The detailed component maintains its role of container
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readability, and learnability of the notifier in the new context of the added overview capability. The meeting included a presentation of the enriched model, a cognitive walkthrough
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and a final discussion with both domain experts and experienced users. Overall it lasted
two and a half hours. The evaluation group included one facilitator, one product expert,
two Technolabs people with the twofold role of evaluators and domain experts (who also
participated in the previous evaluation session), and two Technolabs people with the role
of experienced users (who did not participate in the previous evaluation session). Again,
the session was conducted in a real working environment and the examined notification
sequence was built from a real alarm log generated by the optical fiber network under
consideration in the problem-solving cycle. In particular, the sequence was set up by
collecting a number of log portions selected so to include progressively different combinations of intra-NE, inter-NE, and hybrid case scenarios, with notifications presented in an
asynchronous way. The same sequence was used for the cognitive walkthrough session
with domain experts and the think aloud testing with experienced users. In both cases,
the facilitator walked through the example notification sequence to evaluate whether real
users would achieve the desired comprehension effect and would associate the correct
reaction. In particular, in the think aloud testing users were asked to comment on how they
interpreted the visualized information so as to evaluate the learnability of the GLANCE
display and its readability against a benchmark situation, in particular in the tricky case of
hybrid situations (Case 3), with the main attention on the comprehension of the network
status based on the overview provided by the synthetic component. Experienced users
involved in the think aloud testing did not participate in the walkthrough session, so to
obtain some first rough indications on the learnability of the system: The test was indeed
promising, with users grasping correctly the network status from the status of the synthetic
component after few steps of the sequence, necessary to understand that the display was
cycling over alarmed network elements.
Beside the legibility of the synthetic component, the other crucial aspect to be evaluated
and discussed was the necessary visual representation power trade-off (dictated by space
constraints) between overview information and individual alarm information, and in
particular, the choice of reserving the detailed component to one single alarm (the one with
highest severity) for each alarmed network element. All domain experts and users judged
the choice appropriate with reference to the main goal of a notification in this context, i.e.,
pushing operators to take charge of incoming alarms starting from the most severe ones, as soon as
the most sever alarm in a NE is acknowledged by an operator, it will disappear from the
GLANCE display while the next in the priority list of its NE will appear, making the notifier
behave like an intervention task dispatcher. It was observed that in an operative release of
the notifier, some kind of interactivity would be desirable to allow operators to manually
access detailed information on less sever alarms on the same NE on-demand if judged
necessary (e.g., the overview might reveal that less severe alarms of a given NE are more
severe than displayed alarms of other NEs and operators might wish to inspect all alarms
of that NE). Furthermore, the evaluation revealed usability flaws concerning the utilization
of flags for the visualization of multiple alarms in the same NE, due to both possible
color overlapping (readability flaw) and selection difficulty should the flags become the
interactive elements, allowing to access individual alarm data (accessibility flaw).
Furthermore, the GLANCE approach was again compared with the approach of the
Scope display, notwithstanding the greater overview capacity offered by the abstractness
and conciseness of Scope, in this case domain experts judged GLANCE more appropriate
with respect to the application domain, observing that, in the tradeoff between overview
and details, sacrificing some overview capacity is absolutely well outbalanced by the advantage of the immediate availability of alarm data in change-blind, ambient, and alerting
modes based on the status of the network. It was also appreciated that GLANCE preserves
the visibility of the overview in all cases, while in Scope the overview is hidden when
a high severity notification arrives. Despite the detected usability flaw and observation
about possible interactive capability, Technolabs people were so satisfied with the overall
results that a half-day company workshop was organized to share project results with
company managers and company laboratory staff. The workshop included a seminar on
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ambient and alerting systems and peripheral displays, the presentation of the GLANCE
model, a demo of the developed proof-of-concept based on the same notification sequence
used for the evaluation session, and a final brainstorming with workshop participants.
About 40 people participated in the meeting and gave feedback. Company people reactions to the proof-of-concept demo provided additional evaluation elements, with a clear
confirmation of the notifier suitability at provoking reactions correctly depending on the
alarm severity. We noticed that although at this stage of the study the association of Table 5
(mapping severity levels to consolidated attention types/transition types) was still to be
formally evaluated, it was somehow expected that users’ reactions would be correct, being
dynamic stimuli based on state-of-the-art consolidated results [38]. A number of company
employees, in particular, underlined the reaction urgency provoked by the dynamic stimuli
associated to high severity alarms (which is actually one of the main objectives for the
notifier component of a TLC network management system) while many appreciated the
“politeness” of the display in the case of low-to-medium severity alarms.
The User-Based Evaluation to Identify the Overview Readability Threshold
As to the user-based evaluation, prior to a test specifically devoted to validate the
mapping in Table 5, it was crucial to measure the glanceability and scalability of the solution
singled out for overview, so as to provide an objective answer to research question R1
(“To which extent is it possible to offer a glanceable overview along with information on individual
faults?”) and inform successive steps of the study. It has to be observed that the decision to
assign to the synthetic component the role of global overview makes it the most critical
part of the display. In fact, if the widths of individual areas in the synthetic component
become too small, the discernibility of individual alarm severity may be jeopardized for two
reasons: On the one side, size is a dissociative visual variable that, for low values, affects
the perception of colors, and, on the other side, heavy simultaneity increases the probability
that contiguous colors do not contrast enough. Furthermore, it may become difficult to
grasp in a glanceable way the number of incoming alarms. The proposed solution is hence
efficient when the number of simultaneous alarms remains below a given threshold.
Experiment design. To identify the readability threshold, we performed a usability
study at a mockup level based on sample configurations of working cases. In particular,
we built a series of 40 screenshots covering a broad range of possible scenarios and critical
configurations compatible with the display size (e.g., intra-NE simultaneity, inter-NE
simultaneity up to six NEs involved, contiguity of very similar or very dissimilar colors)
and in this case we used ad-hoc synthetic scenarios in place of sequences extracted from
the alarm log to test specific risky combinations. After an internal pilot test aimed at tuning
the timing of the administration of screenshots in the sequence, the actual laboratory-based
test took place with ten recruited users (an appropriate sample of subjects for the purpose
of the test [62].
Experiment sessions. In total 10 (four female) experienced users of PCs with Microsoft
Windows aged 22–48 (AVG = 30.8; M = 26) took part in the study on a voluntary basis,
recruited among students and personnel of the university campus (five participants were
Master students, one participant was a PhD student, two were laboratory technicians, and
two were from the administrative personnel). Participants were invited singularly to the
lab, welcomed, and informed about the objective of the study. After a brief description
of features and behavior of the GLANCE display the test began. Each participant was
presented with the screenshots of the sequence, with each screenshot displayed for a
few seconds to evaluate what users grasped at a glance (Figure 7 illustrates some of the
scenarios shown to test participants). After each screenshot, users were asked to report the
number of alarms in the synthetic component for each color (actually, this request is even
more demanding than the actual task in a real situation, in which low severity notifications
may be ignored with little harm). Overall, each user session lasted approximatively 30 min.
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In summary, with reference to Table 1, after the 2nd iteration objective PO2 was
considered “almost” achieved (but for the flag issue), and objectives RO2.2 and RO4 were
considered achieved while objective RO2.1 (and consequently RO2.3) required additional
work. A usability test focused on the validation of the mapping between severity levels
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Figure 8. Redefinition of multiple fault information in the detailed component: (a) The new intra-NE
simultaneous alarms signals (color, size, and LOD depends on the severity level) and (b) an example
configuration of a hybrid case.

Given that the usability flaw was related only to the overlapping of color and that the
new introduced signal avoids overlapping, objectives RO2.1 and RO2.3 was considered
satisfied after an inexpensive expert-based usability test. Furthermore, a Java prototype
was implemented according to the model defined so far and objective PO2 was considered satisfied.
3.3.2. GLANCE Generalization
At this stage of the design, the general GLANCE model can be described by results
summarized in Figure 3 (single alarm visual coding technique), Table 5 (transition strategy),
Section 3.2.1 (multiple alarms overview technique), and Table 6 (simultaneity threshold). Though
the initial goal was domain specific, the achieved design exhibits a level of abstraction that
stimulated to investigate not only improvements aimed at overcoming the limits singled
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out by the scalability analysis, but also the applicability of GLANCE in other contexts
where the information to be notified satisfies the few basic characteristics identified for the
alarms studied so far: (1) Classification along the dimensions of class and severity, and
(2) description as tuples of values.
While the threshold on simultaneity proved not to be a limitation for the specific
optical fiber networks the company had to deal with (given typical topology and number
of elements of such networks), the scalability analysis suggested that extensions were
advisable to obtain a broader applicability, both in more general TLC networks and in
additional domains. In a generalizability perspective, the ultimate objective was the
capability of notifying alerts/updates from different heterogeneous information channels, each
potentially generating a high number of notifications. Moving from the specific TLC
network application domain to general application domains, the limitations dictated by
the scalability analysis on the number of involved network elements and on the number
of alarms active in the same network element can be reformulated as limitations on the
number of different channels and on the update rate of individual channels, with an impact on
the display efficacy.
A first natural extension is the introduction of hierarchization mechanisms with the
twofold positive effect of mirroring the customary hierarchical organization of several real
application domains (e.g., news organized by topics) and providing a mechanism that
possibly breaks down complex cases into smaller more manageable pieces (e.g., traffic
information on Italian highways may be dispatched on a regional basis), as well as in
the primary application domain of the study (e.g., a TLC may be structured in smaller
subnetworks).
A first redesign step was hence aimed at studying new overviewing mechanisms for simultaneous alerts, oriented to information classification and hierarchization, general enough
and orthogonal, to be selected and possibly combined so as to adapt the display to channels
to dispatch. The GLANCE extension was based on the following assumptions:

•
•
•
•

To conform to previous design choices regarding the synthetic component partitioning,
To organize the “notification space” into simpler sub-spaces so to have a lower probability that a single sub-space exceeds the threshold,
To display the status of one sub-space at the time, and
To offer mechanisms to switch among sub-spaces.

The two newly introduced orthogonal mechanisms are horizontal scrolling and display
tabbing, built on top of the structure considered so far, each exhibiting pro and cons,
supporting respectively the management of homogeneous elements belonging to the
same category (e.g., traffic alerts from the highway infrastructure) and of notification
spaces organized in distinct categories (e.g., folders of email). Figure 9 illustrates some
example scenarios:

•

The display in Figure 9a illustrates a possible use of horizontal scrolling in the case of a
highway traffic monitor: Regions with incoming news are treated separately (in the
same way of network elements) and shown in sequence, each presenting simultaneous news by customary synthetic component partition (in the same way of alarms
generating in the same NE). Arrows at the extremes of the synthetic component act
as affordances for its behavior (anyway, in the default ambient behavior the notifier
would autonomously and continuously scroll the list, moving from element to element). This scenario corresponds to monitoring a set of elements S = {Ei , i = 1, . . . , n},
where each Ei acts as a source of multiple notifications and can hence be viewed as an
alternative solution for the hybrid situation of Case 3 in Section 3.2.2: The advantage
is the absence of limit in the number of scrollable elements, but its disadvantage is
the loss of a global overview and the lack of direct access to individual regions. It
is worth noting that the notifier allows one to scroll sets of elements (each managed
as in the basic model discussed for network management), according to two-level
multichannel scenarios;
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•

•
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The display in Figure 9b illustrates the use of display tabbing, showing notifications of
incoming email, organized in categories (e.g., inbox, spam, work, etc.) represented by
tabs. This solution has the advantage of offering a glanceable global overview and
guaranteeing an easy direct access to individual categories (tabs) in an interactive
tool (again, in the default ambient behavior the notifier would autonomously and
continuously move from tab to tab). The disadvantage is the upperbound on the
number of categories determined by the limitation on the display width. Another
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by PTK, a toolkit providing structured support for managing user attention in the developelements (each managed as in the basic model discussed for network management),
according to two-level multichannel scenarios;
The display in Figure 9b illustrates the use of display tabbing, showing notifications
of incoming email, organized in categories (e.g., inbox, spam, work, etc.) represented
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ment of peripheral displays [38], and associated to transition types known to be adequate
for making displays work in the correct zone of the attention-awareness graph (inattention,
divided attention, and focused attention), as surveyed in [38]. In particular, displays working in the inattention zone use very gradual animation, minimizing motion (e.g., [38,64]),
displays working in the divided attention zone employ a number of techniques based on
abrupt changes (e.g., [38,65,66]), and displays working in the focused attention zone use
significant motion/changes in the interface to draw user’s attention (e.g., [38,67]).
Having based transitions on such validated results, we expected GLANCE to correctly
behave as a change-blind/ambient/alerting display based on notification severity, and for
this reason the evaluation at the end of the first two iterations was primarily focused on
the GLANCE visual coding technique, which, as already observed, is the leading aspect
of the study. At the end of the third iteration, we set up a usability test to evaluate the
extended model with scrolling and tabbing mechanisms including also the validation of
the mapping in Table 5, i.e., the GLANCE ability to make users “consume” notifications
in the correct way, with an immediate reaction to severe ones and subliminal long-term
comprehension of minor ones.
Experiment design. The scenario in Figure 9c, which includes both new mechanisms,
was evaluated by a laboratory-based controlled observational study grounded on a dualtask test to simulate what happens in a scenario in which notifications arrive while the
operator is attending other tasks. The objective of the study was to measure how GLANCE
notification effects can influence performances in a dual-task setting, both on the foreground
and the background task. The study was designed to have participants performing a
primary text-reading task while, at the same time, monitoring notifications delivered by
GLANCE. We wanted to measure, on the one hand, how distracting the notifications were
on the text-reading performance (by user observation and a post-experiment test) and,
on the other hand, how memorable the notifications were (by a post-experiment test).
Notifications to be administered to participants were designed to be credible content of a
multichannel notifier. In particular, the sample GLANCE display used for the test included
four categories (i.e., four tabs) related to stock market (with two subcategories), incoming
email (with four subcategories), news (with five subcategories), and calendar (with four
subcategories). The notification sequence included information related to 16 different
events and a total of 13 animations of display content (Figure 9c is actually an example
notification from the tested prototype), with a uniform distribution of notifications and
display changes over the four notification levels (change-blind changes, make-aware,
interrupt, and demand-action). A pilot test was conducted with internal users to tune the
timing of the notifications relatively to the note-taking activities of observers. Based on the
results of the pilot test, we decided to have two observers per user, alternating within a
single user observation during the sequence of display changes, so that each of them could
have enough time for recording details about the user’s reaction to each display change.
Observers were trained to judge user’s reaction based on users’ eye movements and face
expression in response to a notification and were asked to collect structured quantitative
data to be organized as an observation matrix: displayChange × user → rating , where
rating was to be assigned by the observers according to a four values scale depending on
the attention zone corresponding to the user reaction (0 = inattention, 1 = divided attention,
2 = focused attention, and 3 = focused attention plus action). The observation matrix was
to be compared with the “expected matrix” after the experiment to measure the distance
between actual users’ behavior and expected behavior based on the notification level.
Experiment sessions. A total of 15 participants (six female), aged 22–51 (AVG = 33,6;
M = 30), took part in the study on a voluntary basis, recruited among students and
personnel of the university campus (five participants were Master students, two PhD
students, two laboratory technicians, two were from administrative personnel, and four
were employees not using computers for their jobs). None of the participants had previous
experiences with the tested notifier, but seven of them had been involved in the scalability
test of the previous prototype. Participants were invited individually to the lab and were
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given a brief introduction to the experiment. A facilitator gave a description of GLANCE
features and explained to users what they were requested to do, what they would be
observed for, and how data collected from the study would be used. Then each user
was asked to read a one-page text (foreground task) while simultaneously monitoring
the asynchronous notifications delivered by the GLANCE display (background task).
In the case of critical notifications (corresponding to the demand-action level) they were
requested to click on the display, while in all other cases they were not asked to do anything
in particular. Participants were not instructed on how to prioritize the two tasks nor
were they preliminarily informed about the speed with which the notifier would update
(actually, notifications arrived in an asynchronous manner). At the end of the session,
participants were asked to recall details of both the read text and information notified
by the GLANCE display by answering a questionnaire with 12 questions about event
information delivered by GLANCE during the test. Furthermore, in a post-experiment
debriefing, participants were asked to subjectively evaluate GLANCE as to intuitiveness,
glanceability, intrusiveness, and usefulness of the display.
Results. At the end of the test sessions we analyzed the data collected by the observation matrix and questionnaires. As to the former, gathered data were compared with the
expected values and discrepancies were analyzed and summarized (Table 7). In particular,
we observed that anomalies in the observed attention zone involved a distance of only one
level up (e.g., a “divided attention” was observed when an “inattention” was expected)
or one level down (e.g., a “divided attention” was observed when a “focused attention”
was expected). Only in one case was there a recorded distance of two levels down, but the
associated observer’s note indicated that it occurred when the user was distracted from the
foreground task. Table 7 summarizes the results, differentiating between the two cases of
“level up” (the display change grabbed more user attention than due) and “level down”
(the display change grabbed less user attention than due).
Table 7. Rate of unexpected behavior.
Notification Level

Rate of Level Up

Rate of Level Down

Inattention
Divided attention
Focused attention
Demand action

13%
8%
4%
0%

0%
11%
8%
12% (6%)

We notice that overall the display behaved as expected. It is worth nothing that, if we
consider the total of inattention and divided attention display changes (90 changes), we
detected unwanted interruptions only in 4% of cases. On the other hand, if we consider
the total of focused attention and demand action display changes (105 changes), we did
not get the desired interruptions in only 3.8% of cases. As to the rate of level down in the
demand action notification level, it has to be noticed that more than 50% of cases occurred
in the first appearance of a demand action display change (these users did promote the
background task to foreground task but, without instructions, they forgot to click on the
display as requested by the test). If we ignore the first demand action display change for
all users and we limit the calculation to the remaining display changes, the rate drops from
12% to 6%. We also notice that, while in the administered test the requested action did
not produce any particular benefit to the users, in real contexts it would be associated to
some domain-specific meaningful effect that would push users to perform it. Actually, in
the post-experiment debriefing, some users reported that they perceived the requested
action as a “chore” and they would have liked, e.g., to access the source of the critical news
by clicking.
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As to the users’ post-test, the result of the questionnaires showed that the notifier did
not affect at all the completion of the primary task (with a correctness rate of 100% on
the questions about the proposed text). As to the secondary task, Table 8 summarizes the
correctness rate (CR) of users’ answers, rated according to four levels: Excellent (CR > 90%),
good (70% < CR ≤ 90%), sufficient (50% < CR ≤ 70%), and poor (CR < 50%).
Table 8. Results of the secondary task of the dual tasks test.
Id

Question

CR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

How many categories (tabs) were monitored by the notifier?
Which category in the following list was not monitored?
How many critical alarms do you remember?
For which categories do you remember critical alarms?
Which among the following stock market indices was involved in a notification?
How many email notifications do you remembers?
Which was the sender’s name of a notification in the group “Personal”?
Do you remember notifications about a sport event and if yes its score?
Which calendar events do you remember?
Do you remember political news notifications and if yes which?
Do you remember what the weather notification was about?
Which was its background color?

excellent
excellent
excellent
good
poor
sufficient
sufficient
good
excellent
excellent
good
sufficient

Overall, the correctness rate of the secondary task was above 80% in 66% of the
questions (1–4, 8–11), and around 60% in the remaining 33% (5–7, 12). It is worth noticing
that user performances reflect somehow the results obtained by the observational study,
which showed that some ambient notifications fell in the inattention zone. In particular:

•
•
•

•

There was no detection of statistically relevant differences based on age or computer
experience;
Notwithstanding that 8% of alerting notifications fell in the ambient zone, critical
information was always correctly recalled;
Most significant mistakes are related to the recall of some specific details of a lowto-medium severity notification (like, e.g., the name of a stock index in Question 5,
the sender of an email message in Question 7, the background color of a panel in
Question 12);
Question 12 was asked just to check how many different information users were able
to digest about a notification but remembering a notification color is not the objective
of the system.

As to the lower memorability of lower level notifications compared to higher level
notifications, it has to be observed that the test articulation (text reading and monitoring
first, and memory verification after) did not emulate exactly what would happen in a
real scenario in which users would react somehow when the notification arrives in case
of high severity notifications (which are proved to be all very well recognized and recalled), while they would perceive in a subliminal way less severe notifications that will
be cyclically displayed by the notifier, thus not necessarily requiring long term memorization. Therefore, lower users’ performances on lower severity notifications of questions
5 and 7 do not correspond to actual bad performances in a real setting and are not to be
considered worrying.
As to the post-experiment debriefing, participants were asked to provide scores on a
5-value scale (from 0 to 4, the higher the better) in relation to their subjective judgement
about (1) the overall intuitiveness of the visual coding technique, (2) capability of providing
a glanceable overview of the notification space, (3) perceived lack of intrusiveness of
dynamic stimuli, and (4) usefulness of the display in routine working activity. As reported
in Table 9, in this case we obtained different feedback based on the role of participants, with
students assigning a slightly better rating to intuitiveness and glanceability of the display,
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and campus personnel assigning higher scores to lack of intrusiveness and usefulness of
the display.
Table 9. Subjective GLANCE evaluation.
GLANCE Property

AVG of Students

AVG of Personnel

Overall AVG

Intuitiveness
Glanceability
Lack of intrusiveness
Perceived usefulness

4.29
4.29
3.86
3.57

4
4
4.12
4.37

4.13
4.13
4
4

As to intuitiveness and glanceability, we believe that the slightly higher scores of
students may be due to the greater familiarity of (digital native) younger people to visual
tools. More interesting are the results relative to the possible integrability of GLANCE with
routine tasks, where the frequency and obligation of attending primary tasks with expected
productivity probably make a difference, particularly in the perceived usefulness of a
product capable of minimizing unwanted interruptions while guaranteeing information
awareness. This result is in line with the expert-based evaluation and with the discussions
with Technolabs personnel during the workshop, and in line with the overall primary
objective of GLANCE.
Based on all these considerations, objective RO3 was considered satisfied and the
project was considered completed.
4. Results of the 2nd Macro-Phase: Application and Refinement of GLANCE
In this section we briefly survey the results of the second design macro-phase, which
included two traditional UCD-based projects which allowed us to evaluate the flexibility
of GLANCE to adapt to different contexts. The first project studied the application of
GLANCE to a personal customizable multichannel notification tool and led to an extended
version of GLANCE, denoted GLANCE+, including additional interactive features coherent
with the Shneiderman’s mantra (overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand) [68].
The second project adapted GLANCE and GLANCE+ features to a service-oriented fault
monitor for digital terrestrial television broadcasting networks.
4.1. Application to a Personal Customizable Notifier
As observed in Section 3.2.2, the GLANCE monitoring/overviewing capability, extended by the introduction of scrolling and tabbing mechanisms, allows one to view the
features of GLANCE as the basis for customizable multichannel notifiers. We hence investigated the exploitation of achieved results for designing a personalizable multichannel
notification display. In particular, we considered a notification space composed of a number of distinct categories (e.g., news, email, weather, etc.) as in the scenario depicted in
Figure 9c (categories are associated to tabs and further structured into subcategories handled by scrolling). An additional analysis led to a revision of some aspects of the category
management, aimed at overcoming two different efficacy problems. The first one is related
to the abstractness of the display with respect to category management, which, though
formally correct, may cause “similarity interference” (a problem discussed also in [69]):
When formatting visual displays for dynamically updating environments, the design has
to make information highly distinctive across the displayed items. In our case, while the
currently visualized category is easily recognizable, no information other than number
and severity of incoming notifications is graspable at a glance for the other categories.
The second problem is related to the upper bound on the number of manageable tabs,
which translates into an upper bound on the number of categories that users may decide to
monitor, hence becoming a sever limitation to the broader applicability of the notifier.
A unified solution for the two problems was found by rethinking the category area
according to the basic ideas in Figure 10: A category bar behaves as a scrollable list of
categories visually represented by icons (Figure 10a), with the multifold effect of removing
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problem, and exploiting perceptual sensory immediacy. Furthermore, as illustrated in
Figure 10b, a category is associated to a status sensitive icon, i.e., to a family of icons
getting visually richer as the number of simultaneous alarms increases, thus providing a
rough indication of the number N of simultaneous incoming notifications within a
25 ofwords,
35
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Figure 10. The new category bar: (a) Its organization, and (b) an example of status sensitive icon.

Now, since in an application like this it is reasonable to offer both a user-initiated and
a system-initiated interaction, we need a mechanism to automatically cycle over categories
with incoming notifications. To this aim, we conceived, and tested with users, four different
solutions (shown in Figure 11), differing in:

•
•
•

Visual hints used to indicate the current category (tab metaphor vs. lens metaphor),
Relative movements of categories and overlapping tabs/lens,
Scrolling direction of individual notifications within the detailed component of a
single category (vertical vs. horizontal).

Experiment design. The new version of the GLANCE model (denoted GLANCE+) was
evaluated by a laboratory-based controlled observational study grounded on a dual-task
test similar to the one described in Section 3.3.3. The primary objectives of the study were
(1) to evaluate the novelties introduced in GLANCE+ (and hence the glanceability of the
new category bar), and (2) to select the solution with the best objective and subjective
performances. In this case we did not repeat the evaluation of the mapping between
notification levels and transition types, which was considered validated by the results
of the previous test. The study was designed to have participants performing a primary
text-reading task while, at the same time, monitoring notifications delivered by GLANCE+.
In particular, we wanted to measure how distracting the notifications were on the textreading performance (by user observation and a post-experiment test), how memorable the
notifications were (by a post-experiment test), how intuitive the category bar features were
(by user observation and a post-experiment test), and how satisfied users were with the
different proposed solutions (by a post-experiment test). Notifications to be administered
to participants were designed to be credible content of a multichannel notifier including
up to six different channels. To evaluate the efficacy and glanceability of the different
alternatives, different rounds of dual-tasks tests were designed, including (a) texts different
in content but analogous in terms of complexity and (b) notification sequences different in
content but analogous in terms of kinds of notifications and display changes (to compare
the different solutions under the same conditions in terms of user familiarity with the
content). Notice that for the same solution, two scenarios were designed, differing in the
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different dual-task rounds corresponding to different category bar design alternatives,
As to the specific evaluation of the category bar, one of the novelties to be validated
with the order of the design alternatives assigned randomly to each user, again to compare
was the use of a combination of status sensitive icon and numeric label to indicate the number of
the different solutions under the same conditions in terms of user familiarity with the
content and display. As in the previous usability test, in this case participants were also
not instructed on how to prioritize the two parallel tasks nor were they preliminarily
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incoming notifications for a given category: 60% of the users understood that the category
icon changed based on the number of notifications, 70% of the users understood the
meaning of the numeric label, and all users recognized at least one of the two visual hints
as indication of the number of incoming notifications for the category. This confirms the
appropriateness of relying on a combination of icon and numeric label.
The other aspect to be validated was the visual hint used to indicate the current category
(tab metaphor vs. lens metaphor). As to the selection of the best solution, this was based on
both objective criteria, with respect to users’ ability to digest a set of categories organized
as a scrollable list, and subjective criteria (i.e., users’ preferences). From the results of the
third section of the questionnaire, it emerged that most users did not understand that in the
tabbed solutions of Figure 11a,b the category list was a scrollable list (probably because of
the familiarity with unscrollable tabbed displays), while the same problem was neglectable
in the third and fourth options of Figure 11 (differing only in the scrolling direction of
individual notifications within the detailed component of a single category), which had also
better performances in regards to the recall of notifications with medium-to-high severity
and to the recall of categories overview. Among these two candidates, the organization
subjectively preferred by users was the one in Figure 11d, characterized by:

•
•
•

Alens in a fixed central position of the category bar,
The category list scrolling from right to left, and
The notification descriptions scrolling from bottom to top.

Again, as already observed about the icon style, the lens is just a matter of aesthetics
and may be replaced also by different (and possibly more abstract) visual solutions coherent with the model (i.e., in a fixed central position of the category bar over a scrollable
category list).
The final design of the GLANCE+ model is illustrated by the sample display in
hasof 36
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4.2. Application of GLANCE and GLANCE+ to a Service-Oriented Fault Monitor for
Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting Networks
The second application project was carried out as a customary UCD-based project
within the framework of co-operation between Univaq and Broadcast Solutions S.R.L., an
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4.2. Application of GLANCE and GLANCE+ to a Service-Oriented Fault Monitor for Digital
Terrestrial Television Broadcasting Networks
The second application project was carried out as a customary UCD-based project
within the framework of co-operation between Univaq and Broadcast Solutions S.R.L.,
an Italian company offering system integration capabilities for broadcasting and media
industries. We observe that an exhaustive description of this project goes well beyond the
scope of this paper since in this case the primary company objective was to conceive a novel
perspective for the fault management approach. We report on this project here, sketching
its main features and results, because it was an opportunity for testing the adaptation of
GLANCE and GLANCE+ features to a real context.
In particular, the company’s goal was to study a novel approach for fault management
in digital terrestrial television broadcasting networks, shifting from a traditional devicebased perspective, with scarce support for detecting how the final service is affected by the
alarmed device, to a service-based perspective centered around faults as perceived by the
final user (e.g., absence of the audio component in a given channel) without losing the
possibility of clearly identifying the corrupted device(s). This issue has implications on
both the “internal engine” managing the service/device correlation and the “dispatching
display” alerting operators about alarms and offering efficient navigation in alarm data. As
to the “dispatching display”, after a series of brainstorming meetings with domain experts
and final users, it was agreed to study a GLANCE-based fault notification component offering the operator a glanceable overview of information about incoming alarms, grounded
on the final users’ service-based perspective (e.g., “absence of the video component in
RaiUno”), while guaranteeing a smooth and efficient switch to the device-based perspective
(e.g., “lack of video signal on SDI input interface”). Though similar to the original project
with Technolabs, the new application has to take into account multiple requirements:

•
•
•

The fault management package has to provide a service-centric overview to offer the
operator a precise view of what the consumer is receiving;
The fault management package has to provide a service/device correlation to make
the operator able to intervene for fixing the problem;
The alarm notification has to grasp the correct quantity of operator’s attention, depending on alarm severity, and alarm data useful for fast intervention planning have
to be easily identifiable.

It must be observed that in digital terrestrial television broadcasting networks, transmission malfunctioning may depend on a number of related devices: Fault on one device
may provoke faults on other related devices, making it appropriate to provide a clear correlation amongst all faults affecting the same service. Furthermore, processes carried out by
a device are somehow “children” of previous processes and “parents” of processes carried
out by successive devices in the chain. It is therefore appropriate to provide a hierarchical
visualization of the network status through an “alarm tree” that allows operators to easily
understand the correlation service/alarm and to quickly identify a malfunctioning final
cause (Figure 13 shows a portion of a simple alarm tree on a given service).
Since in this case the notifier has to deal with one category only, the basic idea was to
visualize a glanceable low-LOD overview of alarmed services (basically adhering to the
horizontal scrolling case of GLANCE (Figure 9a)), associated to higher-LOD views allowing
for the visualization and exploration of insight data of the service alarms accessible on
demand as in GLANCE+. In particular, as illustrated in Figure 14a, the upper bar allows
scrolling alerted services either in a user-initiated modality or by automatic cycling, the
middle area provides an alarmed service overview along with summary information on
device faults of its service components, while the lower bar (initially conceived for generic
“user data”) is used to provide a service-centric network overview. The on-demand panel
introduced in GLANCE+ in this case provides details on service alarms visualized either
as a list (Figure 14b) or as a browsable alarm tree (Figure 14c).
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processes carried out by successive devices in the chain. It is therefore
provide a hierarchical visualization of the network status through an “a
allows operators to easily understand the correlation service/alarm and to q
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a malfunctioning final cause (Figure 13 shows a portion of a simple alarm
service).
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The notifier prototype was implemented as a Java application. Usability evaluations
The notifier prototype was implemented as a Java application. Usability evaluations
included expert-based methods (cognitive walkthrough) and user-based methods
included expert-based methods (cognitive walkthrough) and user-based methods (obser(observational evaluation and verbal protocols [70]). Given that the display was grounded
vational evaluation and verbal protocols [70]). Given that the display was grounded on
on results achieved and validated by the GLANCE and GLANCE+ projects, in this case
results achieved and validated by the GLANCE and GLANCE+ projects, in this case the
the evaluation was more centered on specific application domain goals, efficacy of the
evaluation was more centered on specific application domain goals, efficacy of the novel
novel service-based approach, and alarm data navigability, and for this reason is only
service-based approach, and alarm data navigability, and for this reason is only sketched
sketched here since a more extensive discussion would require to address specific servicehere since a more extensive discussion would require to address specific service-oriented
oriented fault management issues. In particular, expert-based evaluation pertained
fault management issues. In particular, expert-based evaluation pertained general issues
general issues about information presentation, information comprehension, and interface
about information presentation, information comprehension, and interface interaction, and
interaction, and singled out issues to be investigated by user-based evaluation. The usersingled out issues to be investigated by user-based evaluation. The user-based evaluabased evaluation sessions were conducted in-situ with five experienced PC users, based
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As discussed
the real setting. As discussed later on, the notifier was very appreciative and proved to be
effective with respect to its operational goals.
5. Discussion
The work presented in this paper can be discussed according to different
perspectives: The taxonomic characterization with respect to existing frameworks, the
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later on, the notifier was very appreciative and proved to be effective with respect to its
operational goals.
5. Discussion
The work presented in this paper can be discussed according to different perspectives:
The taxonomic characterization with respect to existing frameworks, the methodological
approach, and the industrial acceptance.
As to the taxonomic point of view, GLANCE and its variants can be characterized
according to two frameworks consolidated in literature. The study in [71] proposes a
taxonomy of ambient and alerting systems based on four design dimensions denoted
information capacity, notification level, representation fidelity, and aesthetic emphasis; according
to such taxonomy, GLANCE can be defined as an “Information Monitor Display” and is
located in a peripheral area of the desktop, can visualize information from a high number of
discrete information sources, allows several notification levels, and is not characterized by
high aesthetic emphasis. As to the IRC framework [36], the assessment of GLANCE, based
on the results of the user-based evaluation, emphasizes its ability to adapt its behavior to
the alarm severity:

•

•

For low severity alarms (low interruption) display updates grant longer term awareness
(high comprehension) of notification items without provoking immediate reaction (low
reaction). In this case the system is mapped to the 001 IRC triple behaving like an
ambient display (located in the lower part of the awareness-attention graph of Figure 5)
functioning at “operational level” according to the activity theory discussed in [34]:
Experiments showed that non critical information was remembered with acceptable
precision and user observation showed that its arrival did not promote the notifier to
the primary task of the users, as expected (as shown by results in Table 7);
For higher severity alarms, display updates require higher amount of attention, up to
requiring urgency awareness (high comprehension), interruption of all ongoing tasks
(high interruption), and quick intervention (high reaction). The system is therefore
mapped to the 111 IRC triple behaving like an alerting display (located in the higher
part of the awareness-attention graph of Figure 5) functioning at “action level” according to the activity theory discussed in [34]: Experiments showed that critical
information was always identified, recognized, and remembered, and users observation showed that the arrival of major and critical notifications made the notifier
promote itself to the primary task of the users, as expected (as shown by results in
Table 7). The efficacy of high severity notifications was proved also by the GLANCE
workshop at Technolabs, as discussed later on.

With respect to methodological aspects, we want to underline the positive experience of
the contamination of HCI methods and techniques with the tandem model idea borrowed
from the Action Research realm and utilized as a general organization guidance of the
work in the first macro-phase. In particular, the clear identification of research objectives on
one side and problem objectives on the other side, as well as the explicit acknowledgment
of research interests on one side and problem interests on the other side, proved to be
greatly beneficial for the cooperation between the project partners and for a rigorous and
structured project management taking care of all involved stakeholders. The positive
effects are also testified by industrial satisfaction.
As to the industrial acceptance point of view, related to the initial objective of overcoming limitations of notifier components of commercial network monitoring tools, the main
challenge of the project was the shift of paradigm to peripheral displays in applications
addressed to traditional and possibly conservative working contexts. Actually, both in the
project in cooperation with Technolabs and in the application project in cooperation with
Broadcast Solutions, the proposed conceptual solutions and the achieved results received
great appreciation, well beyond expectations. As to the first project, the GLANCE workshop
organized by Technolabs people was a unique briefing and testing opportunity. To our
surprise company managers showed great interest in not only in the problem-solving side
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of the project but also in the research side. Furthermore, company people reactions to the
proof-of-concept demo provided additional evaluation elements, with a clear confirmation
of the notifier suitability at provoking reactions correctly depending on the alarm severity.
As to the application project, results of the evaluation sessions at Broadcast Solutions were
very positive with all users having paid attention to high severity alarms and a significant
role was played by auditory stimuli since operators had to leave their desktops frequently
to attend other ongoing working tasks; all operators easily used the alarms tree, discovered
HW problems related to alarms, and detected HW/alarm correlations, in particular from
a “service in alarm view”; all users easily interacted with the interface both at serviceoriented level and at device-oriented level; as to subjective judgment, all users considered
the interface usable, considered the information organization “well arranged”, and judged
the display intuitive as to the visualization of alarm data at the glance on both levels;
minor concern was expressed only for background color and severity indicators of service
components, a flaw easily surmountable by indicating only the total number of alarms
associated to a service component. Overall, the proposed service-oriented GLANCE-based
fault management notification was hence considered successful.
It has to be observed that in both cases the objective was the definition and evaluation
of proof-of-concept prototypes and that the implementation of operative releases of the
notifiers was beyond the scope of the projects and left to the company.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we presented the design evolution of GLANCE, a model for severitybased glanceable notifiers based on a peripheral display approach, to support users in
the awareness-interruption trade-off, particularly in the network management application
domain or, more generally, in application domains where (a) notification severity plays a
crucial role and (b) users need a global overview of incoming notifications. More precisely,
the study of customary general approaches to notification management shows that they
may be inefficient in the specific application domain of network management systems since
they deal with streams of individual notifications displayed one at a time according to a
unified format and inserted in lists ordered by the time of arrival without any overview
capability. To overcome such limitations, we proposed the different perspective of a
notifier that retains the information expressiveness of the one-notification-at-the-time
perspective while guiding it by severity-based coding strategies and enriching it with
overview capabilities, to guarantee possibly subliminal long-term local and global content
comprehension and prompt reaction when the interruption from the foreground task is
dictated by fault severity.
The design evolution followed a path composed by two macro-phases, respectively
focused on model definition and model application. Though the initial goal was domain
specific, the achieved design exhibits a level of abstraction that stimulated to investigate
its applicability in other contexts, provided that information to be notified satisfies few
basic characteristics, both in terms of single notification data and structure of the notification space.
Future work will be focused on improving the fit with mobile devices and on more
extensively studying the promising case of personal notification aggregator. Nowadays
the availability of virtually infinite information sources as well as the pervasiveness of
mobile devices makes information overload a severe multifaceted problem requiring
solutions that are able to help users cope with a number of dimensions of a different nature:
Information growth and diversity, human-to-information interaction, interferences with
ordinary working, and private life activities. As pointed out in [72], “information overload
is as much a problem of information diversity, or clutter, as of its quantity”. The paper
reported the results of a test conducted with workers in more than 1000 large organizations
and when asked which they considered the worse between the quantity of information
they have to deal with or its diversity, respondents identified the diversity as the major
cause of stress. Though the survey dealt with the general case of mix of digital and paper
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information, we find it reasonable that lessons learned from it can also be applicable to the
case of digital information only. It is therefore appropriate studying tools in helping users
deal more efficiently with continuous and diverse incoming information.
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